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The European Association of Hospital Pharmacists (EAHP) represents more than 21000 hospital pharmacists in 35 European countries and is the only European association of national organisations representing hospital pharmacists at European levels.

The European Association of Hospital Pharmacists (EAHP) is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education as a provider of continuing pharmacy education.
The EAHP 2020 Congress

Dear Friends of European Hospital Pharmacy,

It is a big pleasure to invite you to the 2020 EAHP Congress, hosted by the beautiful city of Gothenburg. Gothenburg, or Göteborg in Swedish, is Sweden's second most populated city and capital of Götaland. It might be colder by climate, but it has a warm and charming atmosphere, friendly and open citizens. A city with an intense history, famous for Scandinavia's largest harbour, blue trams and as a home of the best known Swedish automotive industry brand.

For hospital pharmacists, another chapter of the profession's history will be written in 2020, when Gothenburg hosts the 25th Congress of the European Association of Hospital Pharmacists (EAHP). “Hospital Pharmacy 5.0 - the future of patient care,” as the Congress’ main headline sounds, hints at an exciting glimpse to the future of our profession. Indeed, the Congress participants will have an excellent opportunity to learn about and share their experience with the latest advances in technologies that will shape the way how pharmaceutical care in hospitals will be delivered in the upcoming decades.

Artificial intelligence, mHealth, 3D printing, personalised medicine, all of these will influence our work towards the optimal outcomes for our patients and have the potential to change our workflows profoundly. The Congress will also cover the ongoing challenges in our work, like tackling antimicrobial resistance, delivering seamless care, raising the quality of hospital pharmacy compounding, advances in clinical pharmacy or the role of hospital pharmacists in the multidisciplinary teams in hospital and on the interface with community or outpatient settings, just to name a few. We know that you expect high-quality scientific content from the EAHP Congress, and the EAHP works hard on delivering the programme that will meet your expectations and needs.

Nevertheless, the EAHP Congress is not just a scientific event – it is also an opportunity to meet colleagues from different countries in Europe and around the globe. While we may encounter many differences in the healthcare systems, human and economic resources available in our hospital pharmacies, the patients’ needs are universal, and we can inspire each other. So do not miss an opportunity to meet old and new friends in Gothenburg, to bring home new knowledge as well as skills and to use them for your patients. See you in Gothenburg!

PharmDr. Petr Horák, EAHP President

FOREWORD BY THE CHAIRMAN OF THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE

Dear Friends of European Hospital Pharmacy,

"Hospital Pharmacy 5.0 - the future of patient care" will be the theme for the presentations at the Gothenburg 2020 EAHP Congress. During last year's congress, we focused on meeting the needs of every patient. I suppose that the evolution towards personalised medicine already found its way into your hospital. Did you manage to guarantee high quality and patient safety for these therapies? If so, it probably took much effort but was also very rewarding for you and your colleagues.

This year we will help you to focus on digitalization and modern technology. Clinical decision support, machine learning and prediction algorithms are tools that we will use to support health care professionals in providing the best care for the patient in the hospital of the future. “Personalised medicine” was the theme of last year's congress, this year we'll see if this can be supported by modern technology. This is an invitation to all of you.

The 25th EAHP Congress will offer you inspiration to prepare for a digital future where computer algorithms, technology and prioritization tools can support us to improve patient care within the available resources. The first keynote presentation is dedicated to “Artificial Intelligence” as a tool in the hospital of the future. The vision for the prescribing pharmacist will be the subject of the second keynote lecture. Like last year we related more than 20 seminars and workshops, which are open for interaction with the speakers, to the different Sections of the European Statements of Hospital Pharmacy.

Information will be shared during the seminars in the form of presentations by two or three speakers allowing sufficient time for questions. Along with keynotes and seminars best practices will be disseminated by our abstract poster prize nominees and through the Good Practice Initiatives (GPIs). In addition, workshops within the theme of the congress will be given providing inspiration on tele-pharmacy, pharmaceutical care at home, dose-banding for individualized therapy, clinical prioritisation tools, the role of the hospital pharmacist and career design. Based on the success of last year's congress, the Synergy programme is extended and will continue with many relevant topics.

Join the 25th EAHP Congress in Göteborg, a town well known by many of you. It has hosted the EAHP yearly congress before and it is an attractive university city providing an ambient and friendly atmosphere for EAHP members and participants from around the world.

Come and enjoy.

Thomas De Rijdt, EAHP Scientific Committee Chairman
Theme // Hospital Pharmacy 5.0 - the future of patient care

KEYNOTE 1 Artificial Intelligence, to boldly go where no one has gone before
KEYNOTE 2 Pharmacist prescribing - from vision to reality
KEYNOTE 3 Treated by computers? - A futuristic perspective of health care

Section 1 // Introductory Statements and Governance (IG)
IG1 What’s in the crystal ball? - the future of healthcare
IG2 The art of benchmarking
W1 Design your own “Elevator Pitch” - speed dating for hospital pharmacists

Section 2 // Selection, Procurement and Distribution (SPD)
SPD1 New strategies to overcome drug shortages
SPD2 Medicines for every disease - ROI vs unmet clinical needs
W2 The pros and cons of telepharmacy

Section 3 // Production and compounding (PC)
PC1 3D printing - innovative production
PC2 GMP - more than a 3-letter word
INT1 Chemotherapy dose banding in times of personalised medicine

Section 4 // Clinical Pharmacy Services (CPS)
CPS1 Combining centralised and bedside clinical pharmacy
CPS2 The role of a Hospital Pharmacist in addressing health literacy
CPS3 AMR – did we lose the magic bullet?
W3 Critical care multidisciplinary team - the role of the pharmacist
W4 Clinical prioritisation tools to improve patient care

Section 5 // Patient Safety and Quality Assurance (PSQ)
PSQ1 Involve patients in improving their care!
PSQ2 Mobile apps – identifying the right tool for the patient
W5 Transfer of care – mind the gap

Section 6 // Education and Research (ER)
ER1 Hospital pharmacy career - By design or left to chance?
ER2 Think before you publish
INT2 Interprofessional learning - we’re in this together
W6 Design your career here!

Other sessions
Student programme, Synergy Satellite events, hot topics
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PAYMENT TERMS

1. Cheques will NOT be accepted.
2. Only payments made in Euro will be accepted.
3. As confirmation of registration an invoice will be issued after receipt of the Registration form.

CANCELLATION POLICY

Cancellation of individual or group registrations received before 1 January 2020 will be refunded (minus €100 per registration, bank and administration charges). For groups a maximum of 15% of the Registrations may be cancelled before 1 January 2020 (less €100 per registration, bank and administration charges). No refunds can be made after this date but substitution is always accepted.

All cancellations or changes must be in writing to EAHP, email: registration@eahp.eu

NOTE: PLEASE DO NOT SEND INDIVIDUAL REGISTRATIONS FORMS FOR GROUPS OF DELEGATES.

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION

Meetagain Konferens AB
Jonsereds Fabriker
Kanalstråket 1
433 76 Jonsered
Sweden
+46 (0)8 664 58 00
Email: EAHP2020-housing@meetagain.se
NOTE THAT ALL HOTEL BOOKINGS WILL BE MADE THROUGH THE EAHP WEBSITE VIA A LINK TO THE HOUSING BUREAU.

All payments, changes and cancellations for hotel accommodations will be handled directly by the housing bureau.

This is the ONLY official housing bureau of the EAHP’s 2020 Congress.